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Discussion of mRNA in food supply begins at 5:50

 

 

To be clear, this is not mRNA from the Covid Vaccine.  These are a variety of disease vaccinations given to cows,
pigs, used in crops, that all utilize mRNA technology in their vaccine delivery mechanism.

 

Again, these are not Covid Vaccines in the food supply.  These are other types of mRNA vaccines, specific to the
animal or crop.  These vaccines have existed for decades — what is new is the use of mRNA to deliver the vaccine.
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And as Dr. McCullough describes, new studies show that the mRNA in food can cross the digestive epithelial wall
and enter the bloodstream, and the body then creates an antibody response to the mRNA.
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Biden launches Project Next Gen…

https://thehighwire.com/editorial/as-pandemic-officially-ends-biden-keeps-covid-alive-with-future-funding/
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Though we eat natural mRNA every day of our lives (plant, animal and bacterial).

FDA is just like Biden. Bought and paid for.

Why is this never on the news? The same companies that make that “vaccine”, make those medications that are
a huge percentage of the commercials during a “news” show. Producers know not to bite the hand that feeds
them.
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To be even more clear mRNA are not “vaccines”. Never were. Never will be. It’s genetic manipulation.

My fellow Americans! If you think you have a government that gives a spit about your life or the lives of your
loved ones; YOU ARE WRONG! The government and corporate CEOs view the American citizens as a herd of
chickens and they are the farmers worried about profits. They need to manage your feed along with their need
for profits. They look at your standard of living and wonder if they will be able to keep up with the Farmer Jones
down the road. They have heard from farmer Schwab who runs the WEF Farms in Austria, that it’s best to send
the herd (YOU) to the slaughter-house, sell the farm and come work for him. As long as they don’t have to eat
the bugs, take the Spike Proteins, and get their kids indoctrinated, THEY COULD CARE LESS!

Great analogy!

And this research:
https://www.biorenew.iastate.edu/news/2020/newly-funded-research-study-aims-convert-paper-and-plastic-
wastes-food
https://www.mtu.edu/news/2020/09/from-plastic-to-protein-powder.html
This is going to be the food for the masses…
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Couldn’t care less!

Why haven’t these people asked us…..the public if we want that garbage tainting our food supplies?

I don’t give my ok!!! 🤨

This madness has to stop, and it has to stop right now.

None of the agencies / lawmakers have any credibility left to sit around and tell us not to worry, or pass bills to
“protect” us.
“Banning” mRNA in food supplies (via some worthless, ignored bill / law) will not work, as we circle back to the
fact that …
None of the agencies / lawmakers have any credibility left …

I still cannot believe so many fellow Americans are content to know, or care about .. nothing.

I was recently speaking to a young gentleman who is a college graduate and is a working young professional
around 30. While discussing various political issues, he claimed he doesn’t care who governs him. You’re
right…many care about nothing.

Give me the issuing power of currency and I care not who makes its laws
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Maybe it’s time for Organic

Organic usually isn’t what people think it is…
They’re still allowed to do a lot of things. It doesn’t just mean “pure unadulterated product”

The government has already started targeting them!

Sorry, Mike but Amish is NOT synonymous with organic. Ya gotta grow your own to be sure of organic in the
truest sense of the word.
Peace,
Nunyaz

For those that haven’t tried it wild pig (I prefer young boars taste wise) is better than pork….absolutely delicious
and very little fat. Also Free…most farmers are happy to have you take a few (or more) off their land. Just ask
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politely. Or check with a local hunting club…

I have to reply to this.. I support kill wild hogs… Eating them.. I’m not so sure. I heard a story about a man
killing a coyote. Two days later returns to the dead coyote and finds a wild hogs eating a 2 day old coyote. I
was off the fence… Only Beef for me. Cows and calves don’t eat dead coyotes. Chickens are about as nasty.

Sure – pigs, wild or domestic, are omnivorous, just like we are, although without any of our self-
imposed guidelines. They will eat just about anything. Unmonitored they can carry trichinosis and other
parasitic diseases. Which is where the old guidance about having to cook pork well done came from,
since those parasites will live just as happily in us as the pigs.

Moose……

They don’t even have to poison the food supply, they only have to plant a rumor here and there and people will
stop eating beef and drinking milk. They don’t even have to blow up 18,000 dairy cows in Texas!
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And to think we just mused over the $ billions of wasted mRNA shots. CFP: https://thehighwire.com/editorial/as-
pandemic-officially-ends-biden-keeps-covid-alive-with-future-funding/
Surely that would never do. So shoot up our food supply chain and let the chips fall where they may. Hmph.

No, no. The Bible says, “Trust in the LORD with all thine heart, and lean not unto thine own understanding. In all
thy ways acknowledge Him, and He shall direct thy paths”. Proverbs 3:5-6.
I’m following Him.

Me too!!

If its in the milk…..then also cheese, yogurt, ice cream, sour cream, cheese curds, etc

I’m a Wisconsin boy – you have no idea how hard it was to list the last item. No. Idea.

Have you ever microwaved curds? 15 seconds for soft, 30 seconds for oooey goooey goodness.

Dr. Mccullough – can you get sample of dairy products from a farmer that admits to using these vaccines?\
We need someone to test some samples – ie – is regular milk more dangerous than powdered milk vs. UHT
milk?
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What about butter? Is if “safe” if melted or used in cooking – like cakes and breads?….same question about
buttermilk, sour cream, and things like yogurt and kefir…

You are in a position to find these details out – we wouldn’t be thrilled about switching to oat milk – or powdered
milk, if it is deemed safe from transfer of any spike proteins….please see if you can do these tests to help
everyone!

They were quite clear that the mRNA vaccines being discussed did NOT include the Covid one. Since the
spike protein is only associated with Covid, your worry on that score is unfounded.

Not to say that what the other RNA encapsulated in the animal vaccines is perfectly safe in the human body,
however.

So, now we must become cannibals again and truly eat the rich, the elites of the New World Order who did not
receive the spike poison.

Commies are not that tasty, but they are slow. Nothing a good TN dry rub can’t fix

The Morlocks and the Eloi.
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For the poor like my self. You wonder how to can protect yourself and your loved ones from this. Most of the time
you can’t. It’s too far or too expensive. If you have more than one child. You pray you don’t get the worst of it.
You pray this plague passes over you. But it won’t unless by faith. For the poor. Faith is all we have.

Faith……and a promise from Christ: “Blessed are you who are poor, for yours is the kingdom of God”.

Faith in GOD IS all we need! ♥ ✝�

Amen! So true! His peace in the midst of the storms!

Why?
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Laundering tax dollars, of course

EAT, DRINK, AND BE MERRY. They are going to kill us one way or the other it seems. It is starting to feel like we
are sitting ducks on a pond.
I bought a box of Nabisco Graham Crackers yesterday and I just looked at the ingredients. The label lists the
common things you expect to see and then there is a space below those where it says “contains a BioLife”
ingredient. Is this the mRNA? I intend to call them tomorrow.

Bioengineered food ingredients. They don’t even have to list that information, sometimes it will just say “call
for more info” !!Add to that , lab grown meat🤮

Wow. That’s weird

Do a search for BioLife.
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This will lead to more “autoimmune” disease, already at crisis levels. Strange no media to speak of, though note
pervasive–and increasing–advertisements for all manner of drugs aimed at “plaque psoriasis” “eczema”
“dermatitis” these are external or “ulcerative colitis” or “Crohn’s” these are GI tract insides. ALL are autoimmune
disorders where your immune system attacks your own tissues. The mRNA will do the same. Much of this can be
attributed to GMO corn and massive “RoundUp” herbicide getting into everything, they even use it to dry the
grain post-harvest. Some people (like the scientists at the censored website BioInitiative.org) think pervasive 5G
transmission is triggering these conditions as well.

AGREED!!!! AND HAS BEEN DONE FOR AWHILE NOW!!!

And don’t forget the fluoride in the drinking water! The cheapest way of disposing a toxic by-product,
manipulating the public into the belief that it is for their well-being.

Ok. Will only buy local organic dairy. Thanks for the heads up. I hear it will be in all meat as well.

It’s already started! If you get ground meat and see tubular white “vein” looking substance in the meat, THATS
the result of the mrnain the meat! Looks like a worm or vein gross!
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More sabotage. Huge plastic fire in Indiana too. This is so painfully obvious it’s unbelievable. The FBI is targeting
Catholics who want to hear a Latin Mass and nobody has a clue who is setting fires and derailing trains. BTW 2
Antifa gals were caught in the act derailing a train in Bellingham Wash. in Dec 2020 after 41 prior episodes in
that area. One already plead guilty and the other found guilty by jury. Ignored by MSM. It goes on:

https://www.kuow.org/stories/officials-demand-action-after-apparent-sabotage-of-oil-train

Indiana, Ohio. Texas, Florida. Hit again and again with these “accidents”…..Things that make you go,”
hmmm?”

The result of a massive “5th column” inserted through our southern border?

Infuriating

So the mRNA is telling OUR DNA to replicate the animal disease?
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No. It’s like the mrna cell takes over your own cells, they think for themselves and are biotech, like triggered
with 5G. It causes your cells to attack themselves. Autoimmune..
It also makes you magnetic. No lie, you can put a magnet to the meat and it will pick it up. And you can stick
it to your own body! Sick isn’t it! You just can’t grasp it all. That’s why I just TRUST IN GOD AND
REMEMBER JESUS SAID, BE NOT AFRAID!. in the bible it says those words 365 times!!!!! ♥ ✝�☺ 

Thank you for your comforting post! I also am looking up. The Lord is our Strength.

Sounds like it could cause food allergies…

What would be worse? Fallout food? MRNA food?

Theres rice milk that’s not half bad tasting, but this has to stop. Sounds like more laws suits regarding informed
consent. People should have the rights to keep their body’s free of their drugs.
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Almond milk is pretty good plus made in USA. Non-gmo too.

INFORMED CONSENT.. what’s that??!!! ( Congress just keeps on with more investigations , no
repercussions. )We need answers.

” I do not want to live in rainbow land”

Going to be impossible to avoid. It will never be banned. The health and well being of the masses mean nothing
to the global elites. But, even if it were, it’ll find its way in the food supply, as a foreign ingredient in some food or
fast food product. No good way to say this but we are F’ed.

What about the water supply?
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They shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the
sick, and they shall recover.

As for me and my house, we will serve the LORD.

Annnnnd drink raw milk and eat from local sources

I was thinking of this scripture as I am reading the comments.

…also the promises of Psalm 91

The American Revulition, civul wur I,…..hmmmmm.

Missouri is going to ban any foods with any connection to mRNA. When that happens we will find out what
products disappear from the shelves and then we will know.
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Does that mean the thicker the steak, the more spike protein in it?

More midichlorians for the Jedi steak!

Um NO.

Gardening and owning a farm is the right thing to do!

there’s a reason why people used to pray over their food and it wasn’t just to give thanks……it was because food
poisoning was common. so now I guess we all gotta make up a new type of prayer for meals…..
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Are they now experimenting with the food supply chain?
What safety testing has been carried out?
Probably baked the data and it again comes down to money!
What the lab rats going to do about it?

I don’t want poison in my food.

Is there any way to test the meat?

Maybe I’ll just pour all of my milk through those ” life saving ” masks that kept the public from dying from a cough
.

Deliver the first batch of the mRNA milk to the Biden crime family first. Put some in his ice cream.

They’re now coming for your food. UCR’s Department of Botany and Plant Sciences who is leading the research
explained in a press release published by the university on Sept. 16, 2021
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You may recall that researchers at the University of California were awarded a $500,000 grant from the National
Science Foundation to develop technology that infuses experimental mRNA Covid-19 vaccines into spinach,
lettuce, and other edible plants, as reported by The Gateway Pundit last year.
The team of nanobiotechnology experts is currently working on successfully delivering DNA containing mRNA
BioNTech technology into chloroplasts, the part of the plants that instruct its cells’ DNA to replicate the vaccine
material.
The researchers are tasked with demonstrating that genetically modified plants can produce enough mRNA to
replace Covid jabs and infuse the plants with the right dosage required to eat to replace vaccines.
Experimental mRNA vaccines will be edible, Juan Pablo Giraldo, an associate professor in UCR’s Department of
Botany and Plant Sciences who is leading the research explained in a press release published by the university
on Sept. 16, 2021.
“Ideally, a single plant would produce enough mRNA to vaccinate a single person,” Giraldo said. “We are testing
this approach with spinach and lettuce and have long-term goals of people growing it in their own gardens.”
Millions of people who have refused to get an experimental mRNA vaccine may soon be forced to consume the
gene therapy in their food.

https://iigb.ucr.edu/news/2021/09/21/researchers-using-nsf-grant-study-plants-edible-vaccines

Then I guess it won’t matter if something is “UltraPastuerized” or even ordinarily pastuerized milk and half ‘n’
half.

Does that mean I’m stuck with wild caught sardines and scrambled eggs?

HELP!!!!!

Pasteurized and ultra pasteurized, especially low fat or fat free milk, is pure worthless bad-for-your-body sugar
water.
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They are planning for the chickens to get spiked, too.

No they are creating a chicken substitute in the LAB!!

I would not trust the egged either

We need an at home mrna testing device.
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